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In developing the Spiral Line Induction Accelerator, we have be- 
gun experimrnts on the transport of a beam drifting through straight, and 
180’ wrved beamline segments in the presence of a guide field, a continu- 
ously rotating quadrupole field (for strong focussing), and a bending field. 
Our goal is to accelerate an electron beam through multiple induction cavi- 
ties several times while controlling the beam offset in the presence of energy 
spread, to minimize beam breakup intcrnction with the cavity. In our prelim- 
inary work, we have measured the charge and current transport of a 900 keV, 
800 A electron beam around a 180° bend as a function of the quadrupole 
focussing gradient. The position of the beam ctwtroid at the bend exit is 
ill good agrccfnent with the calculated posillon as the bending field is var. 
ird. For a guide field of 1570 gauss, the 90% beam transmission fractional 
tolerance to balding field mismatch i? 120% for zero quadrupole gradient., 
broadening to -50% and more than +130% for a gradient of 500 gauss/cm. 

Introduction 

A promising proposed concept for a compact. relatively lightweight 
accelerator for high-current, high-energy electron beams is the Spiral Line 
Induction Accelerator. The central feature of this approach is to recirculate 
a beam through an otherwise conventional induction cavity to accelerate 
high beam ,‘urrenta. The complications of injection and est.raction of the 
beam, ulla~oitlablr iu closed orbit devices pat,terned after the betatron, UP 
sidestepped by carrying the beam on each transit of the cavity through an 
independent beamline. Each beamline bend will handle a single band of 
particle energy, and no variation of bending field will be necessary over the 
accelcri~tion period The general features of the concept are similar to sug- 
gcstior,s n~xle I:y h/l. \Vdson [l]. The focussing proposed to enhance the 
energy tolrranre of the bending regions is an adaptation of the Stellatron 
proposal [‘i], I.?., th? incorporation of a cont.inuorlsly rotating quadrupole 
field suprrimpowd on a guide field (al I = 2 stcllarator, in effect). We are in 
t,he proct>ss of testing the feasibihty of this scheme by measuring the effects 
of stel:arnt,or &Id transport on a drifting beam prior to fabrication of an 
actual mulrl-pass induction acwlPrntor. 

Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus consists of a Marx generator charging 
a water l3lu1nlt:in pulse-forming line, the diode and vacuum chamber, beam 
comp:cGon magnets. thta beamline and its magnets, and various diagnostics. 
A schematic of the bcamline is shown in F1g. 1. The electron energy is 
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Figure 1: Deanlllne schematic, showing the injcct.or, compression region 
straight solenoid, and ben(l st-ction 
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monil.ored by capactive monitors near the diode, current is nwnsured by 
Rogowski coils, singlr-turu 13.dot loops, nnd a resiilively monitor?d Faraday 
cup, nnd t,hp beam emittance is measured by imaging the beam through 
a pinhole array. INnaging of t,hC pinhole and of t.he entire beam is don? 
via a fused silica Cerenkov convertor and an opcwslllltter camera. giVlllg 
a I,ilnr-iut,cgrl!trd image. \I’r have 5 g&xl microchannel plat,c camera in 
procurfwuwt, which will fvahlo us to idrutify lilnc variations wit,hin the 
lICU11. 

In Fig 2 we show the voltage at the base of the cathode stalk and 
the volt,agr at the cathodr field-shaper. Whilr the source pulse is relatively 
flat,. the inductance of the cathode stalk and the capacitance of the diode 
together cause large-amplitude ringing of the diode voltage. We plan t,o 
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Figure 2: Voltage measured (a.) at cathode stalk base and (h.) al field shaper 
of diode. Large amplitude osallations will be damped in later experiments. 

reduce this by loading the diode more heavily and changing the geometry a~ 
allowed by field emission limits. Fig. 3 shows t,he current at the exit of the 
go-cm solenoid transport region betmecn the anode pipe and the Pntrance 
to ~11~ bend. This segment. was inserted to isolate any pffects of the beam 
compression fields from those of the bend section. iI% had inserted a 1.2. 
inch diameter aperture at the mouth of the anode for these measurements, 
to try to minimize the beam emittance by clipping the outer boundary of 
the beam, which is most subject to focussing aberrations. 
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Figure 3: Current measured by resistive Faraday cup (a.) at exit of 90-cm 
straight solenoid just upstream from bend entrance and (b.) at exit of 180” 
bend section. 

In this first stage of the experimentation, the compression region 
field design does not have a large energy bandwidth. This feature will be 
corrected in future experimental runs, but results at present in a large en- 
velope oscillation of the beam, the initial amplitude and phase varying with 
energy. The t.ime-integrated mcasurenx‘nts we are presently capable of mak- 
ing show only the maximum excursion of the beam envelope. We designed 
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the compression fields for a beam energy of 800 kev. as an average over the 
flattcst portion of the pulse. In the case of emittancc data, only the rnea- 
surcnwnts at thr diode, in the absence of applied magnetic field, are easily 
interpreted T!lese mcasurrments indicate that the initial normalized emit- 
tance of the beat11 is approximately GO-100 ?r cm milliradian. Measurements 
clownstrca:~~, in the prcscncc of extctnal magnetic fields, show a much larger 
apparent emlttance, iIt the range of 500 x cm nlilliradiall both at the entrance 
to and exit fro111 the hcnd. \Ve attribute most of this apparent emittance 
to the broad rnr’rgy spread of the beam In a time-integrated measuremenr, 
tllir greatly overwhelms the improvement in the beam emittance from use 
of t.lle ;~nodr aprrrure !Ve cannot yet determine whether the bend section 
adversely alTw.1~ the bcnm enrittance. USC of the gated camera mentioned 
above and IMlcning of the tliod<s voltage will allow us to determine better 
whet,hcr lhp stellarator fields in the ben(l have any adverse effect on the beam 
emitt.ancc 

JV<a find that within the approsilnately 5% pulse-to-pulse rrpro- 
ducibility, the currpnt alld charge are transported without loss through the 
straight solenoid arltl through thr bend section for the bending field matched 
to the momcn~wn of tllr elect.rons for the beamline bending radius. In 
Fig ‘l(L) ~1’ show plots of transmlttcd current, t,o a Faraday cup at the 
[‘sil of the bcn(! srctlon versus the stwngth of the bending field, with zero 
quadrrlpolc gradient, for fielrl-free and field~immrrsed cathode conditions. 
The frwtia:1al tolerance t,o changes in the bending field for 90% transmis- 
sion of curreilt is fIO’% There is no significant difference hetwccn the two 
mitml conditions IJrcmsr~ of the spread in energy of the particles, some 
t L~IK’ sliws of tl;c licat~ arr lost. b*forc others as the field is changed. For this 
rcasoll. w’ have CIIoscu to show current transmission plots at a particular 
energy (the prak of currrnt and voltage, approximatrly GO0 A at 900 keV), 
rather than average over a large energy spread. 

Photos of the beam at the bend exit show that for the zero 
quadrupolv cue with the bending field set at the matched value, the beam 
is well-centcwd ui the hramp~pe, while for a value of the field too low (high) 
the beanl has drifted up (down). The bendin g field points into the earth 
and the guide field is parallel to the electron directed velocity. The corre- 
sponding pact uws for ;i quadrupole gradient of 200 gauss/cm sl~ow that the 
drift has bceu changed from a primarily vertical motion to one primarily in 
the horizontal plnne. although the lx.nrlw~dth for current transmission (not 
shown) is unchw~ged. In Fig I(h) we show another plot of current to the 
Faraday cup as a f unc ion of bending field strength for a quadrupole gradient t 
of 300 gauss/ca~r ‘I‘hra tolerance to field mismatch has grown to about 442% 
Data for a quadrupolc gradient. of ,500 ganss,/cm suff(xred from a failing trim 
roi! in the compression region. Out the initial results are that the bending 
lirld tolrrance for 90% transmiwon is over the range from -50% to more 
than +130% TVr arc invrst,ignting focussing drsigns to minimize chromatic 
effects ill the bend regioll. 
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Figure 4: Bandwidth mt~asucemrnts for current transport a.5 a fimction of 
bending field strength for (a.) zero quadrnpole gradient for field-free and 
field-immersed injection, and (b ) a quadrupole gradient of 300 gauss/cm 
for field-free aud field-immersed injection. There is no significant difference 
between field-free and field-immrrsed injection, although the tolerance to 
field mismatch is doubled between the two quadrupole gradients, rising from 
fZO% to 142%. Data for a gradient of 500 gauss/cm are incomplrte. but 
indicate that the 90% passband extends from 50% below the matched field 
to over 2.3 times the matched field. 

We noted in the 300 gauss/cm runs that at the bend exit, the 
0.006-mch titanium fojl we were using to help reject low-energy electrons 
(those still above the Cerenkov threshold) from the imaging film, had been 
dimpled by local heating from fhe electron beam. The dimple required only 
one shot to form, and was about 0.170 inch in diameter. We placed a 0.035. 
inch thick titanium sheet, at the image plate location, with a 0.188-inch 
diameter aperture within approximately 0.04 inch of the position of the dim- 
pled area, and with t,he Faraday cup downstream to measure the transmitted 
current as a fwrction of time. IVe found that a current equal to half of the 
current of the unattcnuatctl beam was transmitted by this aperture at a 
tune corresponchng to a beam energy of about 800 keV. At the time care- 
sponditlg to the peak energy and total current, less than 10% of the beam 
was transmitted through the aperture. The calculated equilibrium diameter 
of the beam for the emittauce rneasurrd at the diode is 0 18 inch. This is 
supporting evidence that for thus particular energy, the beam quality may 
be comparable to that at the diode. 

Ti’ith the antlclpated improvements in the compression field de- 
sign and in the diode voltage pulse shape, and with the gated camera for 
beam size and ernittance measurements, we expect to be able to complete 
the drifting beam experiments and have all the data necessary to design a 
new beamline for t,he first multipass acceleration experiment. 
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